Neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) have been shown to encode subjective values, suggesting a role in preference-based decisionmaking, although the precise relation to choice behavior is unclear. In a repeated two-choice task, subjective values of each choice can account for aggregate choice behavior, which is the overall likelihood of choosing one option over the other. Individual choices, however, are impossible to predict with knowledge of relative subjective values alone. In this study we investigated the role of internal factors in choice behavior with a simple but novel free-choice task and simultaneous recording from individual neurons in nonhuman primate OFC. We found that, first, the observed sequences of choice behavior included periods of exceptionally long runs of each of two available options and periods of frequent switching. Neither a satiety-based mechanism nor a random selection process could explain the observed choice behavior. Second, OFC neurons encode important features of the choice behavior. These features include activity selective for exceptionally long runs of a given choice (stay selectivity) as well as activity selective for switches between choices (switch selectivity). These results suggest that OFC neural activity, in addition to encoding subjective values on a long timescale that is sensitive to satiety, also encodes a signal that fluctuates on a shorter timescale and thereby reflects some of the statistically improbable aspects of free-choice behavior. action selection; frontal cortex; reward; preferences; monkey DECISION-MAKING IS an inherently subjective process. To understand decision-making, experiments can be devised that systematically vary the inputs to a decision (as in perceptual judgments) or that vary the expectation of the resulting rewards (as in economic choice). With these approaches a neuroscientist can characterize the neural correlates of the experimentally manipulated variables and delineate the progression from sensory input to observed choice behavior (Montague and Berns 2002) . In the present study we take a complementary approach.
DECISION-MAKING IS an inherently subjective process. To understand decision-making, experiments can be devised that systematically vary the inputs to a decision (as in perceptual judgments) or that vary the expectation of the resulting rewards (as in economic choice). With these approaches a neuroscientist can characterize the neural correlates of the experimentally manipulated variables and delineate the progression from sensory input to observed choice behavior (Montague and Berns 2002) . In the present study we take a complementary approach.
We developed a task that focuses exclusively on internal factors in decision-making. Nonhuman primate subjects repeatedly chose to press one of two buttons that were each associated with a different liquid reward. The reward magnitudes were kept constant throughout the experiment, and there were no experimental visual stimuli. In this simple but novel repeated free-choice paradigm, influences on decision-making could be unambiguously attributed to internal factors. Of particular interest were the monkeys' decisions to switch between rewards or to stay with the same reward for many consecutive choices. Because the switching behavior was internally motivated, our approach also contrasts with conventional reversal learning tasks Hikosaka 2007, 2008; Walton et al. 2004) .
Neurons in the monkey orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) are known to encode the value of reward options (Kennerley et al. 2009; Padoa-Schioppa and Assad 2006; Roesch et al. 2007; Tremblay and Schultz 1999; Wallis and Miller 2003) , but the role of the OFC in a repeated free-choice task is not clear (Walton et al. 2004) . The subjective value interpretation of OFC activity implicitly assumes that the firing rates associated with a fixed amount of reward will remain constant or decrease monotonically over the course of an experimental session. Given that OFC also plays a role in switching between behaviors (Bechara et al. 2000; Fellows and Farah 2005; Kepecs et al. 2008) , we hypothesized that at least some neurons might also fluctuate during the course of the session, in a manner that reflects the many individual switch and stay choices that give rise to matching-law behavior in aggregate. Here we characterized the activity of individual OFC neurons in a repeated free-choice task. We found that many of the OFC neurons reflected statistically improbable aspects of free choice, such as decisions to repeatedly choose one of the available rewards for long runs.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Two monkeys (Macaca mulatta) participated in this study. The monkeys sat in a custom-designed chair in a dimly lit experimental room. A double-line juice tube that delivered apple juice or water was placed directly in front of the mouth. A two-button interface (McMaster Carr, Chicago, IL) was placed ϳ30 cm in front of the abdomen, arranged parallel to the axis of the shoulders, and spaced 3 cm apart from each other. Each button was associated with a particular liquid (apple juice or water), such that when the monkey pressed one button the associated liquid was delivered immediately via the juice tube. After each reward delivery (lasting 300 ms), the buttons were deactivated for 2.5 s. Button-reward mappings were stable for an entire liquid-reward period (10 -25 min), and no stimuli indicated which reward was associated with each button. Between juice-reward periods (also 10 -25 min) the monkeys could press the same buttons to watch short video clips. Button-reward mappings were reversed in successive liquid-reward periods.
To assess whether choice behavior could be considered "random," the observed series of choices were segmented into runs of the same choice and analyzed in terms of the distributions of run lengths for each liquid reward (Clauset et al. 2009; Eden and Kramer 2010) . A linear-nonlinear-Poisson model describes a family of choice behavior models in which the choice selection step is a Poisson processessentially a random selection between options that might have unequal likelihoods of selection (Corrado et al. 2005) . If the random choice process is repeated multiple times, the distribution of run lengths will be a Poisson distribution. We tested whether the run length distributions observed in this study could be fit by a Poisson distribution using probability bounds for the observed Fano factor (Eden and Kramer 2010) . The Fano factor for the run length distri-butions observed was calculated as the variance of all observed run lengths divided by the mean. These were calculated separately for runs of each reward option, for each monkey, in both the main and control tasks (described below).
Because the run length distributions were not well fit by a Poisson process, we also tested whether a power-law distribution provided a better fit (Fig. 1) . Power-law distributions are partly characterized by a "heavy tail" (Barabasi 2005) . In the present study, a heavy tail in the run-length distributions corresponded to a large number of long run lengths. Frequency histograms of idealized power-law distributions are linear on a log-log plot, but empirical data are usually observed to follow a power law above some minimum value (Clauset 2009 ). We therefore used an iterative procedure to first identify a putative minimum value and then attempted to fit the data to a power law. Frequency histograms of the observed run lengths were computed and plotted on log-log axes (see Fig. 1 ). An inflection point within this log-log plot, above which the frequency histogram was approximately linear, was identified by visual inspection. The corresponding run length values were then entered into an open-source fitting algorithm as the "xmin" value, and P values were computed (http://tuvalu. santafe.edu/ϳaaronc/powerlaws/). P values above 0.1 were considered significant by a method of fitting data to power-law distributions that is described in detail by Clauset (2009) .
Cylindrical (18-mm inner diameter) recording chambers were surgically placed above the left principal sulcus of both monkeys, normal to the skull surface, and then fixed within a dental acrylic headcap. The stereotaxic coordinates of the chambers were (40A, 10L) for monkey M and (36A, 7L) for monkey S. Two headposts were embedded into each headcap for head immobilization during the experimental sessions. Anatomical MRIs were taken postoperatively, with a high-contrast agent (gallidium) inside of the recording chamber revealing the exact orientation of the chamber with respect to anatomical landmarks beneath. Recording chambers were placed to yield access to the areas 13m and 11m/l of the left OFC, between the medial and lateral orbital sulci (Carmichael and Price 1996) , where neurons in OFC were shown to encode subjective, context-dependent reward values (Padoa-Schioppa and Assad 2006; Tremblay and Schultz 1999) , but slightly anterior to the secondary taste cortex region of OFC, where very little evidence of the encoding of motor-related variables was found (Wallis and Miller 2003) .
Recording sessions were guided by the landmarks visible in the anatomical MRI. Neural recording were performed with a fivechannel microelectrode microdrive (Thomas Recording). Each electrode was positioned within one of five linearly arranged guide tubes and attached to a unique rotating motor. The guide tubes were fixed to each other and manually lowered to penetrate the dura. Each electrode was then independently driven with software that controlled the five individual motors. The voltage traces were monitored with speakers and with a visual display (Plexon, Dallas, TX) to detect transitions from gray matter to white matter. Depending on the location of the guide tubes, the electrodes might have passed through one or both banks of the principal sulcus (or neither), then the white matter, and finally the OFC. The depth at which the OFC was encountered varied depending on the anterior-posterior axis, ranging from ϳ11 mm (anterior) to ϳ19 mm (posterior). Waveforms were sorted off-line (Plexon). All procedures were approved by the Caltech Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Neural firing activity was analyzed in the two 1-s intervals immediately preceding and following each button press. Because of the imposed 2.5-s time-out period between rewards, there was also at least a 500-ms gap between the data analysis interval following one choice and the data analysis interval preceding the subsequent choice. The 1-s interval preceding the first button press of a run of water, for example, contained firing rate data from the 1-s interval just before the monkey's switch from apple juice to water was expressed behaviorally. We assume that the monkey chose to switch to water prior to this behavioral expression. The choice may have occurred, for example, while the monkey was evaluating the receipt of apple juice from the previous choice, or even earlier.
The firing activity of many neurons was observed to systematically vary over the course of each run, with peaks at the beginning, middle, or end of the run. The peak of firing activity was not always restricted to the same choice within the run. Instead, neurons that were active in the beginning of a run, for example, may have been active for the first few trials, perhaps with a higher firing rate in the second or third choice compared with the first. Similarly, some neurons were maximally active for more than one of the last choices of a run that preceded a switch. Many neurons reached a peak of activity in the middle of the run.
To quantitatively identify the peak of activity within runs, firing rates were binned according to the distance to switch choices. The first choice of a run was assigned a distance 1 from the switch event. The second and third choices were assigned distances 2 and 3. The firing rates were binned by the floor of the log (base 2) of these distances. This means that switch choices were assigned to the zeroth bin [log2(1) ϭ 0]. The second and third choices of a run were assigned to the first bin [log2(2) ϭ 1]. The fourth to seventh choices were assigned to the second bin [log2(4) ϭ 2]. The eighth to fifteenth choices were assigned to the third bin [log2(8) ϭ 3]. The choices that were sixteen or more from the previous switch event and more than eight from the next switch event were assigned to the fourth bin. Choices that were between four and seven choices before an upcoming switch were assigned to the fifth bin. Choices that were between two and three choices before an upcoming switch were assigned to the sixth bin. Choices that immediately preceded a switch were assigned to the seventh bin. In all, therefore, a choice could be assigned to one of eight bins (0 to 7). In cases in which a choice was at a distance of less than eight to both the preceding and next switch choices (which could occur if it belonged to a run of Ͻ16 consecutive choices), the choice was assigned to the bin associated with the shorter of these two distances. Choices that were equidistant to the preceding and next switch were assigned a distance relative to the preceding switch only. We excluded data from runs that were shorter than eight choices in length. This guaranteed that all data assigned to the second bin (choice distance 4 -7 from the previous switch) were at least four choices removed from the subsequent switch, and, likewise, all choices assigned to the fifth bin were at least four choices removed from the previous switch. The decision to exclude runs of eight or less choices (as opposed to a higher threshold) represented a trade-off between statistical power and the ability to distinguish firing rate activity associated with the preceding versus subsequent switch choices. The mean firing rates were then calculated separately for choices associated with each of the eight bins described above. These firing rate averages were assigned to points on a circle with 45°spacing. From these data, a population vector was calculated (vector sum of vectors pointing in these 8 directions with magnitudes equal to the associated firing rates) and the resulting angle used as an index of switch or stay selectivity. The population vector pointed toward 0°if cells were more active around the time of switch choices and pointed toward 180°if cells were more active in the middle of repeated runs of the same choice. For directional statistics tests, the firing rates were normalized such that the peak firing rate was assigned the value 10, and all other firing rates were scaled by the same factor. These values were then considered observations at the eight different angles. The nonuniformity of these data was assessed with the omnibus test for directional data (o-test; Berens 2009), and considered significant at P Ͻ 0.05. Neurons with significantly nonuniform firing activity were classified into one of four categories. If the direction of the population vectors calculated for the omnibus tests described above fell into quadrant I or IV (i.e., the half-circle centered at 0°) for runs of both liquid rewards, the neuron was classified as a Switch neuron. If the direction of the population vectors fell into quadrant II or III (i.e., the half-circle centered at 180°) for runs of both liquid rewards, the neuron was classified as a Stay neuron. If the direction of the population vector fell into quadrant II or III for runs of apple juice and fell into quadrant I or IV for runs of water, the neuron was classified as a Stay with AJ neuron. If the direction of the population vector fell into quadrant II or III for runs of water and fell into quadrant I or IV for runs of apple juice, the neuron was classified as a Stay with Water neuron.
In addition to neurons that exhibited some form of switch or stay selectivity, many OFC neurons were task selective without switch or stay selectivity by virtue of different firing rates associated with choices of the two liquid reward options. For each neuron, a separate ANOVA compared firing rates associated with all choices of apple juice and all choices of water. Neurons that exhibited significantly (P Ͻ 0.05) more firing associated with apple juice choices (water choices) but that did not reach significance for any of the switch and stay selectivity tests described above were classified as AJ Selective (H 2 O Selective).
RESULTS
Two rhesus monkeys (monkeys M and S) participated in this study. They repeatedly chose between apple juice and water by pressing one of two buttons. The amount of apple juice or water delivered after a button press was equal (ϳ0.25 ml). The choice behavior of both monkeys included several exceptionally long runs of a repeated choice, which was inconsistent with the prediction of a random choice-selection process. The responses of some neurons in the OFC were found to correlate with the statistically improbable long runs of a repeated choice. Firing activities of other OFC neurons correlated with other aspects of free-choice behavior, such as the decision to switch between options. Neurons were also observed to fire selectively for choices of one of the liquid rewards without selectivity for the location of those choices within a run of the same choice. These results are each described in detail in the following subsections.
Behavioral results. Over 56 recording days, monkey M completed 105 individual recording sessions (average of 1.9 recordings/day) and 185 individual work periods (average of 1.8 work periods/recording) in which he repeatedly chose between drops of water and apple juice for at least 10 min. Over 34 recording days, monkey S completed 84 individual recording sessions (average of 2.5 recordings/day) and 107 individual work periods (average of 1.3 work periods/recording).
Averaged over all experimental sessions, both monkeys preferred to drink apple juice to water. Monkey M worked for ϳ300 ml of liquid per day, choosing apple juice for 59% of all choices, or more often than water at a ratio of ϳ3:2 (mean 181 ml apple juice, 124 ml water). This corresponded to an average of 806 drops of apple juice and 489 drops of water per day. Monkey M chose apple juice more often than water on 77% of the recording days and 72% of the individual work periods. Monkey S worked for ϳ270 ml of liquid per day, choosing apple juice for 61% of all choices, or more often than water at a ratio of ϳ5:3 (mean 164 ml apple juice, 103 ml water). This corresponded to an average of 535 drops of apple juice and 280 drops of water per day. Monkey S chose apple juice more often than water on 83% of the recording days and 73% of the individual work periods.
The choice behavior of both monkeys included several exceptionally long runs of a repeated choice. The run length distributions were not consistent with a random Poisson process with unequal fixed probabilities. While both monkeys preferred apple juice, they also switched to drink water frequently, and occasionally for several consecutive choices. Choice behavior was further characterized as embedded within a sequence of choices (a run) of the same liquid. Each choice was assigned a position within a run, and the total number of choices within each run, termed the run length, was calculated. The distributions of run lengths segregated by choice are shown in Fig. 1 .
The run length distributions are nearly linear on a log-log plot, which is a characteristic of a power-law distribution, such as a Pareto distribution (Barabasi 2005 ). They agree with Pareto's 80-20 rule, such that 20% of the runs of apple juice contained 83% of all individual choices for monkey S and 79% for monkey M. The distributions were less skewed for water choices but still included a long "heavy" tail such that 64% of all water choices were contained in the longest 20% of runs of water for both monkeys. With proper selection of a minimum run length threshold, all of these run length distributions could be fit to a power-law distribution (P Ͼ 0.1, see MATERIALS AND METHODS). The resulting fits are shown in Fig. 1 as a solid line through the data points (open circles). The expected distributions of a Poisson process with the same average run length are shown as dot-dashed lines in Fig. 1 . A Poisson distribution provides a very poor fit for all of the run length distributions in the main task (P Ͻ Ͻ10^Ϫ5; Eden and Kramer 2010). Taken together, the observed run length distributions are very different from what we would expect if the choices were random and dictated solely by unequal probabilities of choosing apple juice and water (i.e., a Poisson process), if one assumes that the relative values of the two rewards are fixed, that is, something other than random chance contributed to the monkey's choice behavior in the free-choice task.
Given that the values for the fits of run length distributions were extreme, we also computed a simple metric, the Fano factor, to assess how Poisson-like each distribution was. Poisson processes have a Fano factor of 1, and empirically derived data that fit a Poisson distribution are usually near 1 (Eden and Kramer 2010) . The Fano factors for the run length distributions shown in Fig. 1 Behavioral control experiments. In the normal task, there were two external factors that influenced the monkey's choice on any given trial-the identity of the available liquids and the spatial location of each button. In the main task, both monkeys exhibited a slight preference for one of the two buttons that modulated the relative preference for the two liquid options. Monkey M preferred the right button to the left, choosing apple juice 66% of the time when it was associated with a right button press and 58% of the time when it was associated with a left button press. Monkey S preferred the left button to the right, choosing apple juice 69% of the time when it was associated with a left button press and 64% of the time when it was associated with a right button press. For both monkeys, therefore, the preference for apple juice dominated the preference for a particular button location in the main task.
Control experiments were run in which both buttons were associated with water to understand the effect of offering two qualitatively indistinguishable rewards in the main task. The control experiment reduced the external factors influencing choice behavior to spatial location alone. In this control task, the spatial preferences of each monkey were expected to dominate the choice behavior. Monkeys were run on three 20-min sessions for three consecutive days in this control experiment. Monkey S exhibited a substantial bias for one button starting from the first session, while monkey M only began to choose one of the buttons much more than the other on the second session of the second day (and therefore data were analyzed from this point on for monkey M).
In the control condition, the preferred and nonpreferred choices were defined by the spatial location of the button. For instance, for monkey M the nonpreferred button was the button on the left. The run length distributions for these control experiments are shown in Fig. 1 , bottom. Both monkeys made very few or no runs of 10 or more for the nonpreferred button in the control task (monkey M: 0% of runs; monkey S: 1%), and the Fano factor for the distribution of run lengths for the nonpreferred button was close to 1 for both monkeys (monkey M: 0.55; monkey S: 1.2), suggesting Poisson-like randomness with respect to the decision to repeatedly choose the nonpreferred button. However, the run length distribution data were only significantly fit to a Poisson distribution for the nonpreferred button runs of monkey M (P Ͼ 0.05; Eden and Kramer 2010) . All other distributions were not well fit by a Poisson distribution (P Ͻ 0.005) but were fit to a power-law distribution (P Ͼ 0.1). While Poisson-like randomness cannot be definitively ruled out for the nonpreferred button choices for monkey M, the non-Poisson choice behavior associated with the preferred buttons suggested that the choice behavior was nonrandom in the control task as in the main task, although less balanced. That is, in the control task, very long runs were observed for the preferred button only. The effect, therefore, of using two qualitatively different rewards in the main task may have served only to make the monkeys more likely to make long runs of both reward options.
In a separate control experiment a third external factor was manipulated-the magnitude of water reward-to test whether the monkeys' choice behavior was consistent with their experience of water as rewarding. After three days of water vs. water control experiments in which the reward amounts were equal, and the monkeys had begun to exhibit long runs of one of the buttons, the nonpreferred button was then associated with three times or five times as much water as the preferred button. Both monkeys chose the button associated with the larger magnitude of water substantially more frequently, demonstrating that the spatial bias was a weaker factor than the monkeys' sensitivity to liquid magnitude, and that greater amounts of water resulted in enhanced responding, typical of a rewarding stimulus. While we did not collect enough data in this final control task to generate meaningful run length distributions, the long runs of the larger-magnitude option again suggest nonrandom choice behavior when the monkeys are considering reward options that are identical with the exception of magnitude.
Neural response properties. The neural data set consisted of 344 neurons recorded from the left OFC of two monkeys (monkey M: 171, monkey S: 173). Several neurons were found to selectively fire around the time that the monkey switched from one choice to another (switch selective) or selectively during long runs of repeated choices of the same liquid (stay selective). Of all the neurons that were selective to switch or stay choices, some responded similarly for each choice and some exhibited opposite responses for the two choices or only responded selectively for portions of repeated runs of only one of the two choices. Other neurons were reward selective without switch or stay selectivity. Figure 2 details example neurons that exhibited these various features. Figure 2 , top, shows two neurons that were active when the monkey repeatedly chose apple juice or water. These neurons fired at an elevated rate when the monkey chose the same liquid reward multiple times but were relatively less active during long runs of the other liquid reward. This pattern can be observed in the raster plots in Fig. 2, top left. The firing activity appears elevated for several consecutive trials. For the neuron on the left, this elevated firing continues throughout the trial, with no apparent modulation around the reward delivery on each trial. For the neuron on the right, the elevated firing occurs in the postreward period. These periods of elevated firing are associated with long runs of a given choice (shown in the raster plot as unbroken blocks of red or blue).
The firing rate tuning curves in Fig. 2 , right, show averaged firing rates associated with choices at various stages within runs of each choice for the neurons in the same row. The top firing rate tuning curve is associated with the left raster plot, and the bottom firing rate tuning curve is associated with the right raster plot. The tuning curves for the neurons labeled Stay with H 2 O (top right) and Switch (middle left) in Fig. 2 were calculated from the 1-s period following the start of the button press. The remaining tuning curves in Fig. 2 were calculated from the 1-s interval just prior to the button press. Within the firing rate plots in Fig. 2 , the blue portions of the curves are firing rates associated with water choices and the red portions of the curves are firing rates associated with apple juice choices. Choices of each reward were assigned to one of eight bins, with the first bin containing firing rates from the first choice of each run, the last bin containing firing rates from the last choice of each run, and intermediate bins containing firing rates associated with choices within a run plotted on a log scale (see MATERIALS AND METHODS) .
For all of the recorded neurons, a directional analysis technique was used to identify the peaks of the firing rate curves. Two selectivity indexes were computed for each neuron, i.e., one for each liquid. As described in MATERIALS AND METHODS, neurons with Switch selectivity were defined by an index close to 0 (in quadrant I or IV) and neurons with Stay selectivity were defined by an index close to 180 (in quadrant II or III).
The indexes calculated for each liquid did not always agree. Figure 2 , top, shows two examples of neurons that exhibited Switch selectivity for one liquid and Stay selectivity for the other. The "Stay with AJ" neuron shown in Fig. 2 had a high AJ index (177°, classified as "Stay" selectivity) and a low H 2 O index (7°, classified as "Switch" selectivity). The term "Stay Fig. 2 . Example neurons. Firing activity aligned to reward delivery (time ϭ 0). Red indicates delivery of apple juice. Blue indicates delivery of water. Two hundred trials are arranged chronologically top to bottom. Right: mean Ϯ SE binned firing rates with for choices at log2 distance from switch event. Switch choice bins indicated by labels. Two cycles of firing rates are plotted so that periodicity can be observed. Top (bottom) plots correspond to left (right) rasters. Firing rate histograms were calculated from the 1-s interval immediately following the button presses (post) for the neurons labeled "Stay with H 2 O" and "Switch." All other histograms were calculated from the 1-s interval preceding the button presses (pre).
with AJ" emphasizes the high firing activity observed during long runs of apple juice choices that frequently continued for a small number of choices into each run of water. A different naming convention that acknowledges the significant decrease of activity during long runs of water choices could have also been used. The tuning curve for the "Stay with H 2 O" neuron was roughly opposite that of the "Stay with AJ" neuron. For the "Stay with H 2 O" neuron the selectivity indexes (AJ: Ϫ3; H 2 O: 259) were likewise roughly opposite those of the "Stay with AJ" neuron (AJ: 177; H 2 O: 7).
We found that the firing patterns of OFC neurons, while striking and consistent, were only loosely correlated with individual switch and stay choices. While the neurons featured in Fig. 2 , top, were significantly more active in the middle of long runs of apple juice and water, respectively, they both continued firing at an elevated rate even after the monkey had switched away from the neuron's preferred reward. The selectivity index that we developed was able to capture the tendency of each neuron to fire around the time of an internally motivated switch choice or, conversely, during the middle of a long run of one choice. While the neurons did not start or stop firing at a precise moment within a given choice sequence, the consistency of the firing patterns with respect to the longer timescale on which the monkey chose to switch between the available reward options is evident in the selectivity indexes as well as the error bars of Fig. 2 , right.
The spike rasters from the Stay with H 2 O neuron in Fig. 2 are shown from two separate work periods. A green horizontal bar on the raster plot marks the transition between the two periods. Work periods were separated by a 10-to 20-min break, after which the button-reward mappings were reversed. It can be observed that this neuron continued to fire selectively for runs of water in the second work period even though the button associated with that reward had changed. Typically, it was not possible to quantitatively assess spatial selectivity for the neurons recorded in our data set. The issue of spatial selectivity is discussed in more detail below.
The neurons in Fig. 2 , middle, were more active at the beginning of each run, a "Switch" neuron (left), or the middle of each run, a "Stay" neuron (right). The firing rate plots for these neurons are complementary to each other as well. These neurons, however, have a periodic component that is twice as frequent as the neurons in Fig. 2 , top. The Switch neuron was active at the beginning of runs of each liquid (most active in the first few bins of both liquids), and the Stay neuron was most active in the middle of runs of both liquids. These firing patterns are also reflected in the selectivity index values. The "Switch" neuron had a low index value for both liquids (AJ: 48; H 2 O: 13). The "Stay" neuron had a high index for both liquids (AJ: 197; H 2 O: 254).
Several OFC neurons exhibited increased firing when the monkey chose one liquid reward over the other. The Switch to AJ neuron in Fig. 2, bottom left , was similar to the Switch neuron shown in Fig. 2 , middle left, but was more active during switches from water to apple juice. The selectivity indexes for this neuron were low for both liquids (AJ: 24; H 2 O: 26). For the purposes of the population analysis described below, this neuron was grouped with the "Switch" neurons. We did not record a sufficient number of neurons to separate out classes of neurons along this axis.
Finally, several neurons exhibited task-related firing rate modulations without exhibiting any form of switch or stay selectivity. These neurons were more active for one of the two choices without additional modulations of firing rate within a run of the same choice. The firing rate tuning curves for these neurons resembled a step function. Figure 2 , bottom right, shows a neuron that fired selectively for apple juice choices irrespective of the number of apple juice choices already made in the current run.
Population characteristics. Scatterplots of selectivity indexes are shown in Fig. 3 to give a sense of the distribution of cell types in the population. For the sake of comparison between neurons, Fig. 3 only includes data for neurons for which there were data points in each of the firing rate bins shown in Fig. 2 , right. In practice, this restricted the data shown in Fig. 3 to the neurons recorded while the monkey made at least 1 run of 16 or more consecutive choices of both liquid rewards. Because the monkeys were free to choose between the two rewards, they did not always choose both rewards for long runs during each experimental session. In these cases, we did not have enough data to rule out the possibility that the neuron would have fired at an elevated rate if the monkey had chosen the neglected option for a long run in that experimental session. The "Stay with H 2 O" neuron shown in Fig. 2 , top, was such a neuron. This neuron was most active in medium-long runs of water, but the choice behavior was incomplete because the monkey did not make any long runs of water during that experimental session. Given the distributions of run lengths (Fig. 1) , the incomplete choice behavior would lead to a bias toward "Switch" indexes if these neurons were included in the figure. The scatterplot in Fig. 3 is also restricted to neurons for which at least one of the tuning curves was significantly tuned (nonuniform, o-test; see MATERIALS AND METHODS). The cells with significant tuning in apple juice runs only are shown by "ϫ." Cells with significant tuning in water runs only are shown by a circle. Cells with significant tuning for runs of both liquids have both a circle and an ϫ. For the neurons that were selective for only one liquid, the index for the other axis was not statistically significant. Cells that were not significant for runs of either liquid, such as the "AJ Selective" neuron in Fig. 2 , are not shown in Fig. 3 because neither of the switch/stay indexes was significant. Cell counts are provided in Table 1 .
Each panel in Fig. 3 can be split into quadrants to gauge the prevalence of switch or stay selectivity. The AJ selectivity indexes are plotted on the x-axis, and the Water selectivity indexes are plotted on the y-axis. The cell counts are summarized in the histograms on the bottom (AJ selectivity indexes) and left (H 2 O selectivity indexes). The same analysis was applied to firing activity in the 1-s interval prior to the reward delivery (Fig. 3, left) and in the 1-s interval that started with the beginning of the reward delivery (Fig. 3, right) . For both plots, the bottom left quadrant includes cells that have "switch" tuning for both liquids. This was the most common in the OFC population, comprising about half of the switch/stay-selective cells (see Table 1 ). This group includes cells that are most active just before (index just below 0) or just after (index just above 0) switch choices. An exemplar of this type of selectivity is shown in Fig. 2 , middle left ("Switch"). There did not appear to be a strong separation of neurons active prior to switch events compared with after switch events.
As described above, the "Stay with AJ" neuron in Fig. 2 is an exemplar of neurons in the bottom right corner of the plots in Fig. 3 . The "Stay with H 2 O" neuron in Fig. 2 is an examplar of neurons in the top left corner in Fig. 3 . The "Stay" neuron from Fig. 2 is an exemplar of the top right quadrant in Fig. 3 . Population average histograms were calculated for all of the recorded neurons that fell into each of these four quadrants, regardless of whether they reached significance individually. These average histograms are shown in Fig. 4 . In each of the Switch and Stay histograms there are two prominent peaks. These peaks are centered on the switch events for the Switch neurons and between the switch events for the Stay neurons. For each of the Stay with AJ and Stay with H 2 O histograms there is only one prominent peak. These peaks are centered in the middle of the Apple Juice runs and Water runs, respectively.
Note on spatial selectivity. Our task was not designed to disambiguate selectivity for a given reward versus a button location, since the button-reward mappings were reversed only between liquid-reward periods and not on a trial-by-trial basis. The isolation quality remained high enough to justify the recording of a second work period for 92 (of 344) neurons (monkey M: 85/171; monkey S: 7/173). These neurons were tested in the same manner as above, but the resulting numbers of selective responses were small and effectively from only one subject. Analyzing the neural data with respect to spatial selectivity was made more difficult because of the switch and stay selective responses. These responses could only be assessed if the monkeys made enough long runs of both choices in each of the work periods. Because of these considerations, no definitive conclusions can be made from this data set with regard to spatial selectivity.
Previous studies have shown that the vast majority of OFC neurons were not selective for specific motor commands but rather the rewards that were associated with them (Tremblay and Schultz 1999; Wallis and Miller 2003) . Consistent with this possibility, the neuron shown in Fig. 2 , top right, continued to respond during long runs of water choices after the buttonreward mapping had been reversed (above and below the green horizontal bar). It is possible, however, that the stable buttonreward mappings employed in this task resulted in a neural code in OFC that did not always disambiguate a reward identity and the movement required to obtain it. This possibility would agree with results from a study of rodent OFC that pre, Before reward; post, after reward; N ϭ no. of neurons recorded for each monkey; N-Full ϭ no. of recorded neurons for which there was a complete set of choice data. During a recording the monkey had to exhibit 1 run of at least 16 choices of both reward options to be considered a behaviorally complete data set. Sw/St Selective ϭ no. of neurons of the set of N-Full with a significant Switch/Stay index. Quadrant refers to the 4 quadrants of found spatial selectivity in a task in which rewards and spatial locations were strongly associated (Feierstein et al. 2006) . Future studies will be required to determine whether nonhuman primate OFC neurons are more likely to exhibit spatial selectivity in tasks that feature stable button-reward mappings or other forms of stable mappings between rewards and spatial locations.
DISCUSSION
We investigated the role of internal factors on choice behavior with a simple but novel free-choice task and simultaneous recording from individual neurons in nonhuman primate OFC. We found that, first, the observed sequences of choice behavior included exceptionally long runs of each of two available options, which were not well described by a purely random choice selection process of two unequal fixed values. Second, neurons in OFC encoded important features of the observed choice behavior. This includes neurons that were selectively active during exceptionally long runs of a given choice (stay selectivity) as well as neurons that encode switches between the choices (switch selectivity). These results suggest that OFC neural activity, in addition to encoding subjective values, reflects some of the statistically improbable aspects of free choice. These results could be interpreted either as a form of subjective value on a timescale that changes much faster than has been previously reported or as representing specific aspects of free choice, such as when to explore or exploit. Regardless of the interpretation, the quickly varying signals found in the OFC could be useful for efficient choice behavior when multiple rewards are simultaneously available.
Choice behavior is not random. The matching law formulates a robust observation that subjects choose between two rewarding options in proportion to their relative subjective value (Herrnstein 1961) . It remains one of the most successful theoretical accounts of choice behavior to date. It specifically describes aggregate choice behavior but does not describe a mechanism that determines individual choices. For consistency with the matching law, a "null" mechanism for decision-making based on subjective values would be a simple random walk with unequal biases, in which the biases are defined by the relative subjective valuations of the options. This would result in Poisson-like distributions of run lengths (number of repeated choices of a given liquid). Considering that neurons in the nonhuman primate OFC have been shown to encode subjective values (Padoa-Schioppa and Assad 2006; Tremblay and Schultz 1999) , it would be tempting to conclude that the role of OFC in decision-making is to represent the subjective values of the different options. These values could be considered the inputs for a subsequent decision step (Rangel and Hare 2010) . The results presented here suggest that in order for the term "subjective value" to apply generally to the role of the OFC in decision-making, its meaning must be extended to accommodate a signal that fluctuates on a short timescale.
Assuming stable subjective values, the null model of choice behavior fails to capture the choice behavior that was actually observed in the free-choice task that we employed. As shown in Fig. 1 , both of the monkeys that participated in this study exhibited choice behavior that was highly non-Poisson. In particular, both monkeys chose each liquid for exceptionally long runs. This suggests that the relative value of each choice, as determined by the proportion of overall choices allocated to each option, does not account for individual choices by simply performing a random selection process to those values. Instead, we suggest that one of three modifications to the random selection model must be made. First, the choices could continue to be a random selection between two subjective values, but these subjective value signals must be allowed to fluctuate in time, such that the monkey values one option over the other at a proportion that is exceptionally skewed during a long run of the same choice. Second, the random choice process could act upon a relatively stable subjective value representation after it has been modified by separate signals that represent a form of response inertia (i.e., a "stay" signal) and its complement (i.e., a "switch" signal). Third, the transformation from stable long-term values to fluctuating short-term values may not require a set of modulatory signals. Rather, the calculation of short-term fluctuations in reward value may be a by-product of repeated competition between the representations of available rewards in a network of neurons. The complementary firing activities of the neuron types shown in Fig. 2 , top and middle, suggest competition at two levels-between the rewards themselves (Fig. 2, top) and between the more abstract decision to switch or stay with the current behavior (Fig. 2, middle) . Future studies will be required to distinguish between these three explanations of the nonrandom choice behavior observed in repeated free choice between two unchanging rewards.
Neural correlate of switch and stay choices. The firing activity of several OFC neurons in our sample correlated with various features of the monkey's decisions to stay with a certain liquid or switch between liquids. This selectivity is not predicted by the subjective value interpretation of OFC activity that was established by observing changes in firing activity before and after selective satiety for a stimulus to which a neuron was selective (Critchley and Rolls 1996) . The timescale of the changes in activity observed in this report was short compared with satiety effects and fluctuated frequently within a short experimental session, suggesting that these signals are qualitatively different from the signals previously described as encoding subjective value. The rapidly fluctuating signals that we observed could be interpreted as a representation of a subjective value signal that changes on a short timescale. In contrast, a subjective value signal that is only modulated by slow satiety mechanisms would be thought to change on a long timescale and could be considered stable over the course of a typical neurophysiology experiment. Recently, Padua-Schioppa and Assad measured relative subjective values by giving monkeys the opportunity to choose between varying amounts of two liquids. That study assumed that the relative preferences for two juices remained stable over the course of an experimental session (Padoa-Schioppa and Assad 2006). The results presented here call attention to the fact that this assumption is only valid if one averages over many similar choices. Over many repeated choices, the short-timescale fluctuations in subjective value might cancel each other, and the average could reflect the relative values of each option that is consistent with the matching law in aggregate. Alternatively, the neurons that encode subjective value on a long timescale, such that they would respond in a stable manner during the course of a short neurophysiology experiment (10 -20 min), might have been the same as the neurons identified in our study as liquid selective. These neurons did not change appreciably on a short timescale. An example of such a neuron is shown in Fig. 2 , bottom right.
The recognition of neural activity in OFC that fluctuates on a shorter timescale than could be attributed to satiety puts the OFC closer to an active role in decision-making. Whether these signals represent switch and stay choices themselves, or rapidly fluctuating subjective values that have a variable influence on a downstream decision-making process, must be addressed in future studies. In addition, we must emphasize that the role in decisionmaking remains indirect. Switch selective neurons were frequently active for several trials before or after a switch event, and not the switch choice exclusively. Stay-selective neurons likewise may have continued to fire even after the subject had made a new switch choice. The loose correlation between OFC activity and choice behavior might also be partly attributable to the relatively short intertrial interval employed in this study (2.5 s). If the monkeys had been required to wait a longer interval between choices, we might have observed greater correlation between the firing activity and choice behavior. The short intertrial interval employed in this study might be "oversampling" a decision process that naturally evolves more slowly.
Neural network underlying behavioral flexibility. Our results elucidate the role of OFC in behavioral flexibility. Other areas are also likely to contribute to the management of the competing drives of staying and switching, such as the ACC (Kennerley et al. 2006) , the subthalamic nucleus and the pre-SMA Hikosaka 2007, 2008) , the locus coeruleus (Aston-Jones and Cohen 2005), and the serotonergic system (Clarke et al. 2004) .
The findings presented here bear similarities to elements of previous studies. OFC activity was observed to be precisely time-locked to choice behavior in rats, specifically at the start of a cluster of licks (Gutierrez et al. 2006 ). Switch-related activity found in our task by definition correlated with a cluster of a new behavioral choice. Switch-selective neurons might also be thought to encode novelty. When the monkey chooses a new liquid, it is relatively novel. Novelty-selective responses have been observed previously in OFC (Rolls et al. 2005) . The switch-selective neurons reported here, however, could not have been the same as the novelty-selective neurons identified by Rolls and colleagues. Switch-selective neurons in the present study responded every time the monkey switched from one liquid to the other, even though both of these liquids were used exclusively for the entirety of the recordings, spanning months, and were therefore exceedingly familiar. We conclude that OFC contains neurons that are sensitive to novelty in the sense that the stimulus has never been experienced before (Rolls et al. 2005) and that it has not been experienced recently, as shown here.
Across the population, we observed more neurons with switch selectivity compared with stay selectivity and more neurons responding selectively for apple juice choices. This suggests that the portions of OFC that we studied were predominantly selective for changes in the current behavior, with possibly more neural tissue selective for the generally preferred options. Noting that the medial and orbital portions of area 10 in the OFC in monkeys have been identified with the human frontal pole area (Semendeferi et al. 2001) , similar switch selectivity has been described previously based on functional MRI (fMRI) analysis in humans (Daw et al. 2006) . fMRI studies, however, are not able to identify the smaller intermixed subpopulation of neurons that are selectively activated for stay choices.
"Clean" switching. Switch-and stay-selective neurons can account for clean switching (as opposed to dithering) in selfguided behavior. If deciding between two dependably available appetitive rewards, the subjective value of each reward changes in time as the organism becomes selectively satiated on the option that it chooses, while the value of the other option rises as a growing unmet need (or at least decreases more slowly). If subjective values of two juices drift into each other, a switch decision could be expected once the equivalence point is reached. This simple mechanism, however, leads to an ecological problem known as behavioral dithering, or repeatedly switching between two alternatives, when the subjective valuations of two options are nearly equal (McFarland 1989) . While the chosen option might have a higher value at that moment, drinking the liquid will bring the value back down slightly, since the monkey is now becoming selectively sated on this new choice, which will soon result in a new switch and then repeated switching (or dithering). To handle the issue of dithering, theoretical accounts have posited the existence of a switch controller embedded within the action selection mechanism that could facilitate persistence with the newly chosen option (Prescott et al. 2006; Redgrave et al. 1999; Snaith and Holland 1990) . The switch-selective neurons might push the nearly equal choice values to be more separated, leading to response stability following a change of the choice. Stay-selective neurons might also contribute to clean switching. We speculate that stay-selective neurons could provide "response inertia," so that the monkey continues to choose the same reward until its value drops well below the value of other options. Once a new choice is finally made, there would already be a separation in value between the two options, resulting in clean switching. This mechanism could help the organism efficiently exploit multiple simultaneously available reward sources by minimizing the costs associated with switching between them.
Recent evidence in humans showed that the OFC was especially activated when preference decisions were made between closely valenced options (Kim et al. 2007 ). This suggests that OFC is an essential component in free-choice behavior that depends on subjective valuation. The present results suggest that, when repeatedly choosing between closely valued options, the OFC has a role in allocating choice behavior to both options in a way that allows for extended sampling of each. If choice behavior were determined solely by long-term stable preferences, the monkeys would rarely switch between options. As has been formalized in the matching law, however, real choice behavior includes sampling of the available options and therefore switching between them. Individual choices remain difficult to predict, leading to the postulation of a random choice selection process to account for the choice behavior in individual trials.
Our results show that a purely random selection process does not account for individual choices. In particular, the tendency for very long runs of each choice could not be explained as a Poisson process, demonstrating that decision-making is not random. The run length distributions, however, could be fit with a power-law distribution. Power laws describe a variety of natural phenomena including, most famously, the distribution of wealth in human societies. One possible mechanism for power-law distributions is "preferential attachment" (Barabasi 2005 ). The power-law distribution of wealth could be explained as a feedback loop in which wealthy individuals are more likely to acquire more wealth (i.e., "the rich get richer"). In the present case, we suspect that the simple act of choosing one of two well-known options could make the same choice more likely in the near term. This could provide the feedback loop necessary for power-law behavior to emerge. But just as decision-making is not random, the tendency to choose the known, nonpreferred option indicates that decisionmaking is not rigid. The observed free choice behavior was between the extremes of rigid value maximization and a whimsical random process.
